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From design consultation to fabric development to fabrication and installation, our 

turnkey approach fosters collaboration and progressive thinking with one goal in mind: 

Your success.  

Our passion for customer success and relentless pursuit of making a positive impact 

on the world are guiding principles at Standard Textile. We live these principles, daily.

If we can leverage our eight decades of experience to help our customers achieve 

their goals while helping to improve the experience of others, then that’s what we 

consider our standard for success.

Interiors
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Turnkey Solutions
FOR CUSTOM PROJECTSFOR CUSTOM PROJECTS

ESTIMATINGESTIMATING
We offer fast, accurate 

quotes for your project. 

DESIGN DESIGN 
CONSULTATIONCONSULTATION
Work with our team of 
interior designers to find 
the perfect patterns, 
fabrics, and products.

VALUE VALUE 
ENGINEERINGENGINEERING
We understand the 
needs of matching your 
budget with your vision. 

MEASURINGMEASURING
Accurate measurements ensure 
custom pieces are a perfect fit. 

QUALITY FABRICATIONQUALITY FABRICATION
Our custom fabricated products

are of the highest quality, created
and tested by professionals. 

PRODUCT TESTINGPRODUCT TESTING
Our on-site product testing laboratory 
allows us to uphold our commitment to 
the highest possible quality assurance. 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Partner with us and we will help
innovate, customize, and create  
your unique design. 

QUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCE
A final walkthrough is conducted to ensure specifications, 
installation, and quality expectations are successfully met.

PROJECT MANAGEMENTPROJECT MANAGEMENT
Minimize the complexity of your  
project. From pre-planning to on-time 
delivery, we can help.  

INSTALLATIONINSTALLATION
We have a team of dedicated

professional contractors located
throughout the country to

handle installation.
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Design plays a key role in optimizing patient privacy, comfort, and safety. 

From the design of a tracking system to patterns, colorways, and treatments 

of fabrics, a responsible design can evoke a sense of wellness, build high 

performance, and protect patients and caregivers. We approach each project 

with your needs in mind.  

Privacy Curtains
URSULA/LAPIS PRIVACY CURTAINURSULA/LAPIS PRIVACY CURTAIN

FOUNDATION/PUMICE QUILTFOUNDATION/PUMICE QUILT
REGINA/MICA SOLAR SHADEREGINA/MICA SOLAR SHADE

BLITZ/PUDDLE CHAIR UPHOLSTERYBLITZ/PUDDLE CHAIR UPHOLSTERY
MERCURY/INDIGO SOFA UPHOLSTERYMERCURY/INDIGO SOFA UPHOLSTERY

We’re the most experienced privacy curtain fabricator 

in the country, serving some of the largest healthcare 

systems. We’ve manufactured privacy curtains for 

decades, and it shows in the high quality we deliver.  

Our privacy curtains are manufactured in the USA by a 

dedicated team that takes pride in their workmanship.

Privacy curtain offerings include:

• TRADITIONAL
• DISPOSABLE
• PERFECT PANEL®

• ON THE RIGHT TRACK®

We offer an extensive line of exclusive fabrics that 

are inherently flame retardant. Impact Technology® is 

an option to protect curtains from microbial growth, 

stains, and splashes. Fabrics meet or exceed all ACT 

performance standards.  

We also manufacture using customer-owned material. 
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PEONIES/GARDEN | PERFECT PANEL®PEONIES/GARDEN | PERFECT PANEL®

Traditional
Our traditional privacy curtains include a CubeControl® label that indicates curtain size and 

room location to save time when reinstalling after cleaning. Paired with our CubeControl® 

Curtain Management App, curtains can be quickly scanned to improve inventory 

management, confirm compliance with facility cleaning frequency policy, and promote a 

cleaner environment for patients and staff. 

We offer various colors, sizes, and types of privacy curtain mesh. And when you choose a 

fabric from our privacy curtain collection, you experience significant cost savings.

Quality and durability are tested on full-size curtains in our onsite laboratory.

Disposable
A great solution for high-infection areas and emergency departments because of the ability 

to change out the curtains more frequently. Available in a variety of fabrics and styles.

Disposable privacy curtains can also be custom printed. Supply your own art or work with 

our design team to create the desired expression for your environment.

On the Right Track® is another option for easier replacement of disposable privacy curtains. 

See page 53 for more information about On the Right Track®.

Perfect Panel®
Perfect Panel® saves time and costs. Panels are attached with an easy snap system, allowing 

for the replacement of only soiled panels, not the entire curtain. Also avoids the need to 

remove the mesh and the potential for hanging the wrong curtain size.

Perfect Panel® offers tremendous cost savings by reducing laundering costs and attic stock.  

The overlapping panel design ensures patient privacy. Best of all, Perfect Panel® can be made 

with any Standard Textile fabric to meet specific design requirements.  

Perfect Panel® fabric is available with Impact Technology®. 

PRIVACY CURTAINSPRIVACY CURTAINS
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JUNCTION/FROST | ON THE RIGHT TRACKJUNCTION/FROST | ON THE RIGHT TRACK®®

On The Right Track®

On the Right Track® makes it easier to replace privacy curtains, improving productivity and 

efficiency.  The patented split-ring technology allows one person to exchange a curtain in less 

than one minute.

FLEX-ON RINGS

The Hookless Flex-on rings are a patented split-ring design that allows staff to slip curtain 

rings easily over the track. Instead of separating curtains from hooks, chains, or other 

individual carriers, Flex-on rings allow one person to exchange a curtain quickly and easily.

THE TRACK

On the Right Track® privacy curtains work seamlessly with a track engineered for durability 

and longevity. The track can be installed directly into any ceiling or retrofitted into an existing 

track. The powder-coated aluminum rails are reinforced every two feet for solid support. Pole 

extensions are available to drop the track up to 18 inches to achieve a universal curtain height 

throughout a facility.

THE GRABBER®

The Grabber® is an accessory specifically designed for safety and increased efficiency. With 

The Grabber®, privacy curtain exchanges can be accomplished without the use of a ladder. A 

curtain is transferred from The Grabber® to the track in just seconds.

On the Right Track® privacy curtains can be made with any Standard Textile fabric to meet 

specific design requirements.  

PRIVACY CURTAINSPRIVACY CURTAINS
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Helping the healthcare industry in the fight against microbes is a good thing. 

Using potentially harmful toxins to do it is not. That’s why Standard Textile 

uses Impact Technology® for our privacy curtain, drapery, bedspread, and 

shower curtain fabrics.

Impact Technology® 

An Antimicrobial
Solution
Our exclusive Impact Technology® helps you maintain 

the safest possible environment for your patients 

and your staff. It gives our privacy curtains, shower 

curtains, drapery, and bedspread fabrics resistance to 

flames, stains, splashes, and microbial growth. 

Impact Technology® leverages Aegis Microbe Shield® 

on our solid fabrics and AltaTM on our patterned 

fabrics. Broad-spectrum antimicrobial protection 

inhibits the growth of odor- and stain-causing 

bacteria, fungi, algae, and yeasts for the life of 

the product. It will not leach into the skin or into 

the environment, providing an additional level of 

protection.

Impact Technology® can be applied to any fabric.

PARADOX/SPRIGPARADOX/SPRIG
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We have an extensive fabric collection designed specifically for 

healthcare, hospitality, educational, and commercial environments.

Fabrics

Fabrics
From performance fabrics to eco-intelligent to anti-

microbial to bleach cleanable. Our fabric offerings  

are precisely selected with your needs in mind.  

Fabrics resistant to stains, moisture, and UV are  

also available. Fabrics meet or exceed all ACT  

performance standards.

Browse now at: standardtextile.com/fabricgallery

FABRICS FEATURED: QUELL, CAVA, GLENGARRY,FABRICS FEATURED: QUELL, CAVA, GLENGARRY,
WINK, GROOVY, STAR GATE, DISCOTEQUE, WINK, GROOVY, STAR GATE, DISCOTEQUE, 
CHESAPEAKE, MELBOURNE, MANCHESTERCHESAPEAKE, MELBOURNE, MANCHESTER
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Upholstery Fabrics

When it comes to covering bolsters, cornice boards, lounge seating, sofas, 

and chairs of all types, you need fabrics that perform as amazingly as they look. 

Our high-performance and stylishly designed fabric selections can be used for

a variety of projects, both indoor and out.

Stunning Fabrics
That Perform
We offer a variety of performance-based upholstery 

fabrics that balance style with incredible durability and 

toughness.     

Trusted partners include:

• SUNBRELLA® CONTRACT COLLECTION

• CRYPTON®

• BELLA-DURA®
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Standard Textile is a global leader in the provision and installation

of solar shades—a highly durable window treatment that offers

the beauty of outdoor views, while still maintaining privacy.

Solar Shades

Manual
Solar shades that are raised and lowered manually. 

Simple yet effective. Allows patients and staff the 

freedom to control the amount of light they let into 

their room.

Motorized + 
Automatic
Solar shades that can be raised and lowered 

mechanically. Intuitive controls give patients and staff 

an added sense of modern luxury. 

NORTH ALABAMA MEDICAL CENTERNORTH ALABAMA MEDICAL CENTER
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CHASE/BEACH BLACKOUTCHASE/BEACH BLACKOUT
BLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SHEERBLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SHEER

Decorative Shadecloths
Fusing design with functionality, richness, and contemporary style, our 

bold and exciting decorative shadecloths enhance the design of your 

room. Available in blackout, light filtering, and sheer.

Blackout
Blackout fabric provides a reassuring sense of privacy while providing a  

clean, contemporary look. Blackout fabrics range from simple designs to  

more elegant options. 

SOLAR SHADESSOLAR SHADES
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Window Treatments

PORTIER/TRAVERTINE DRAPERYPORTIER/TRAVERTINE DRAPERY
DYNAMO/OYSTER SHEERDYNAMO/OYSTER SHEER

We’ve been manufacturing window treatments for decades, and 

have developed a solid process that ensures exceptional quality 

and timely deliveries. Ownership of the manufacturing process, 

from beginning to end, allows us to control each step of production.    

Our window treatment offerings include:

• DRAPERY

• SHEERS

• ROMAN SHADES

• BLINDS

• TOP TREATMENTS

• SOLAR SHADES

Drapery + Sheers
Available as pinch pleated, grommeted, ripple fold, Accordia-Fold, and rod pocket.

PINCH PLEATED GROMMET TOP

ACCORDIA-FOLD®

 

 

 

 

RIPPLE FOLD
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LUNKEN/INDIGO ROMAN SHADELUNKEN/INDIGO ROMAN SHADE

STRAIGHT CORNICE STEPPED CORNICE INVERTED BOX PLEAT VALANCE

Roman Shades
A classic and timeless look, roman shades can be manufactured with 

drapery and sheer fabrics.

Traditional Roller Shades
Shadecloths are available in blackout, light filtering, and sheet.

Blinds
Easy to control light level. Also easy to clean. Available in 2” faux wood, 

mini, and vertical.

Top Treatments
We manufacture custom valances and cornice boards. Board mounted 

valances, swags, and cascades are also available.

WINDOW TREATMENTSWINDOW TREATMENTS
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Shower Curtains

We have an extensive line of shower curtains for healthcare 

environments, including fabric, vinyl, and sustainable solutions.  

Hookless®

Hookless® shower curtains deliver time-saving 

convenience along with durable beauty. Built-in 

rings allow installation and removal in less than 45 

seconds. Rings are available in chrome, matching 

colors, or can be concealed.

The ultrasonic hem allows water to flow freely 

from the bottom of the curtain, reducing moisture 

build-up that can give rise to mold and mildew.

An optional translucent window allows light into

the shower.
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Grommeted
Rust-proof metal grommets minimize curtain wear and tear. A grommeted 

shower curtain slides easily over the rod and falls into neat, clean folds.  

Extremely functional and user-friendly, grommeted shower curtains can be 

installed, removed, opened, or closed in an efficient and convenient manner.  

Buttonhole
Showers curtains are available with reinforced sewn buttonholes to 

accommodate curtain rings. This style provides an uninterrupted visual expanse, 

accentuating the color and pattern of the curtain.

Vinyl
Vinyl shower curtains are available in a variety of white tones and design-inspired 

colors, from classic bright optic white that makes a small room look larger to 

on-trend hues to make the room look fresh and current.

Hardware
Shower curtain hardware is available to match your unique needs.

SHOWER CURTAINSSHOWER CURTAINS
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Custom Printed Solutions

Our digital printing solutions provide unlimited options for designing environments that 

promote a sense of comfort and well-being. From windows to bedding to privacy and 

shower curtains, digital printing is a cost-effective solution that brings unique design ideas 

to life.    

CUSTOM IMAGEPOINTCUSTOM IMAGEPOINT
SOLAR SHADE:SOLAR SHADE:

JOURNEY-V1/ROSEGOLDJOURNEY-V1/ROSEGOLD

Imagepoint®

What will you create?

Bring your imagination to life with ImagePoint® printed 

décor. Unlimited color selection. Boundless design 

possibilities. Supply your own art or work with our 

talented designers to conceive your special style. 

Coordinate design elements—duvet covers, top sheets, 

pillows, shams, bed skirts, bolsters, solar shades, and 

even draperies.

With digital storage, your exclusive design is always 

available, never discontinued. Small re-order quantities 

are welcome; order only what you need. Permanent 

colors penetrate the fabric for lasting brightness, wash 

after wash. Immerse your patients and residents in 

comforting design.
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Clarus Healthboard
Healthboard’s non-porous, bacteria-resistant surface makes it the ideal 

communication tool for hospital rooms, nurse stations, and other areas 

where patient health is the highest priority. Fabricated from safety glass, 

Healthboard’s dry-erase surface offers rich color palettes through two 

customizable product line options, ColorDrop and Transition.

ColorDrop
ColorDrop features graphics printed directly to glass using proprietary 

technology from Clarus.  Design your own beautifully colored, intricately 

detailed graphics to print directly to the back of your glassboard.

Transition
Transition is a removable graphics system that allows you to customize 

your glassboard’s purpose. Interchange charts, designs, and other dynamic 

information with this state-of-the-art solution. All Transition graphics are fully 

customizable and printed in complete, high-resolution color.

Choose from over 50 popular Healthboard design templates or provide your 

own artwork.


